Draft Resolutions Ancram Town Board Meeting – 3/15/12

12. Appointments to the County Traffic Safety Board: Resolved, that Steven
Williams be the Ancram representative on the Columbia county Traffic Safety Board,
and that William Gillers be the alternate representative.
13. 2011 Town Financial Review: Whereas the members of the Town Board and the
Financial Advisory Council have reviewed the 2011 financial books and records of the
town supervisor, the town court, the town clerk, the town tax collector and the building
department, and whereas the books and records appear to be in good order, and
whereas the FAC has recommended several improvements to the town’s financial
control process as a result of the review of the towns books, which will be adopted, and
whereas the town’s Financial Control Policy and Process Manual has been reviewed
and updated as needed, therefore it is resolved that the Town of Ancram financial
management and control processes are adequate and are approved.
14. Bill Hunt Code Enforcement Certification Training: Resolved that deputy CEO
Bill Hunt is authorized to attend CEO Certification Training at a cost of $285.
15. Carson Road Speed Limit: Whereas Carson Rd is narrow and winding, and
whereas there is no posted speed limit, which makes the speed limit 55 mph, and
whereas 55 mph is too fast for this road, therefore it is resolved that the Ancram Town
Supervisor and Town Clerk take the necessary steps to secure the support and
approval of the County and the State to reduce the speed limit on Carson Rd to 35 mph.
16. State Route 82 in Ancram Speed Limit: Whereas SR 82 going through Ancram is
posted at 35 mph, and whereas the 82/7 intersection has poor sight lines looking both
east and west on 82 from CR 7, and whereas the 82/7 intersection is likely to
experience a fatal accident unless sight lines are improved, and whereas until sight
lines are improved the only way to help prevent a fatal accident is to lower the speed
limit through this intersection on 82, and whereas 35 mph is too fast for 82 through this
dangerous intersection, therefore it is resolved that the Ancram Town Supervisor and
Town Clerk take the necessary steps to secure the support and approval of the County
and the State to reduce the speed limit on SR 82 through Ancram from 35 mph to 20
mph.
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